
New Suite 
of Access     
Hardware

TriMark introduces New 
Suite of Access Hardware 
with complimentary look 

and feel: TouchOne

These multi-family access 
products utilize shared 
styling cues to infuse 
your cab and enclosures 
with a contemporary look 
and feel. The aesthetic                
design elements have 
been specifically                             
developed to provide  
customers with a very 
comfortable and tactile 
feel for the door and   
window touch points. 

TriMark
Corporation

040-7400 Push Button Handle

020-0825 Surface Mounted 
Pull Handle

This new Surface Mounted Pull Handle is a redesign of our popular 
020-0800 Pull Handle and is designed for medium to heavy-duty           
agricultural and construction personnel doors. Offering a clean, 

modernized style, it features more robust mounting and KeyOne Plus 
locking (currently under development).

This new Push Button Handle is specifically designed for           
off-highway vehicle applications that require a surface mounted                                                                                                                     

exterior push button handle. It offers robust construction,               
ergonomic function and modern styling that compliments your 

vehicle (currently under development).

020-7910 Remote Squeeze Release
This new Remote Squeeze Release was specifically designed 

for off-highway vehicle applications including agricultural and               
construction equipment that requires a remote inside release. The 
robust construction is incorporated into either 25 or 32mm round 

tubing for support for the opening and closing functions of the door 
and provides for greater ease of operation.
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010-7300 Window Handle
This new Rotating Window Handle is designed to fit comfortably in 
the hand for top and side hinged windows for on and off-highway                                                                                                                              

vehicles. It features single or two position secure latching with a          
reverse mounted base and an optional glass clamp for a clean and easy 

installation.


